
Lesson 2 
 
Strings 

We have encountered string variables in the previous lesson. Now we will learn a bit more about 
them and how they can be used in our code. Strings are basically a collection of characters that 
are organized one after the other, in the order the user has written them in. In the String “Hello 
World!”, the first character is “H” and the last character is “!” etc. 

Index Access 

In Python, we can access a particular character within a String variable by using square 
brackets (“[ ]”) that contain the index of the character you wish to access. Try the below code 
out yourself! 

myString = "The Academy of Code" 
 
print myString[0] # prints "T" 
 
print myString[3] # prints " " 
 
print myString[7] # prints "d" 
 
print myString[18] # prints "e” 

 

Hint: Notice how the first character is accessed by using an index of zero (not one!) 

We can also access a group of characters within a String (substring) using “:” and the index of 
the character we wish to start/end. Check out the example below and try it out. 

myString = "I am a String" 
 
print myString[3:] # prints "m a String" 
 
print myString[:9] # prints "I am a St" 
 
print myString[4:11] # prints "a Stri" 
 
print myString[:] # prints "I am a String" 

 

 



At times we may also need to work backwards (find the index of a certain character/s in a 
String). Try out the example below! 

myString = "I love writing Python code" 
 
index = myString.find("o") # stores the index of the first occurance of "o" 
 
print index # prints "3" 
 
index = myString.find("y") # stores the index of the first occurance of "y" 
 
print index # prints "16" 
 
index = myString.find("a") # stores the index of the first occurance of "a" 
 
print index # prints "-1" (character is not found in String) 
 
index = myString.find("Python") # stores the index of the first occurance of "Python" 
 
print index # prints "15" 

 

Hint: Notice how the “index” variable can be reused to store another index value. 

 
String Length 

Python has a simple way of counting the amount of characters in a String (we’re too lazy to 
count them ourselves…). Check out the example below. 

myString = "How long is this String?" 
 
stringLength = len(myString) # store the length (int) of myString into the stringLength variable 
 
print str(stringLength) # prints "24" 

 

 

 

 

 



We can use this method of finding the String length in some interesting ways! 

myString = "Learn-Code-Grow" 
 
stringLength = len(myString) # store the length (int) of myString into the stringLength variable 
 
print myString[2:stringLength] # prints "arn-Code-Grow" 
 
print myString[2:stringLength-2] # prints "arn-Code-Gr" 
 
print myString[stringLength-9:stringLength-3] # prints "Code-G" 

 

Concatenation 

The final topic we will cover in this lesson is concatenation, which is adding multiple string 
together to make a longer string. See examples below! 

myString = "I am " + "a really amazing " + "coder" # add three separate strings and store in variable 
 
print myString # prints "I am a really amazing coder" 
 
myString += " , super amazing!" # add additional string to myString variable 
 
print myString # prints "I am a really amazing coder, super amazing" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Personal Bio Project 

Write code that will generate a small paragraph or points (one after the other) about the user 
and their life. Most of the sentences should be hardcoded (written by the coder, not inputted by 
the user) and the user should input the missing details in each sentence. For example: 

print "I have " + numberOfPets + " pets in my house." 

 
The user must first input the number of pets that they have before you can print the line. Some 
of the information you should have in your bio might include (feel free to add more or do your 
own!): 

● Name 
● Age 
● Where you’re from 
● Where you go to school 
● How many in your family? 
● How many pets do you have? 
● How long have you been coding? 
● What do you want to be when you’re older? 
● Etc. 

 
Use all the knowledge you have aquired up to now to complete the task. Also, display the 
amount of characters in the String you are print. 
 
Hint: If you are not using one String for the entire paragraph/list of points then you will need to  
         store the length of each String in separate variables and add them at the end. 
 


